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Key points
1.

The 2021 Global Posture Review now underway should move the nation toward a strategy of restraint for three
reasons: the need for domestic renewal, the drawdown from counterterrorism wars, and allies’ ability to do far more
to maintain stable balances of power in the world’s key regions.

2.

The increased accuracy of Chinese missiles calls the U.S. force posture in the Pacific into question. America should
disperse and harden its forces in the region, push its allies to do more, and rely more heavily on long-range strike
options to serve as a balancer of last resort.

3.

European allies are wealthy and more than capable of preventing Russia from dominating Europe. U.S. forces in
Europe can be significantly reduced.

4.

None of the major U.S. goals in the Middle East—countering terrorism, avoiding major oil supply shocks, and
defending Israel from attack—require major U.S. bases in the region or a significant military footprint. The United
States is overdue to minimize its military role in the Middle East.

5.

High operational tempo continues to weaken the U.S. armed forces, burning through readiness and equipment and
threatening personnel retention. The solution is not a bigger force but fewer missions.

What is a Global Posture Review?
On February 4, President Biden ordered Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin to lead a Global Posture Review of all U.S. forces
deployed overseas to ensure that “our military footprint is appropriately aligned with our foreign policy and national security
priorities.”1 The United States’ global defense posture encompasses the size, location, types, and capabilities of its forwarddeployed military forces. Along with force structure, the U.S. global defense posture is a crucial element of American
defense strategy and military planning.
An old saying in national defense circles goes, “Show me your budget, and I’ll tell you your strategy.” As true as that is,
America’s national defense strategy is also demonstrated by where it deploys forces and maintains bases. Overseas bases
enable the United States to project power by providing hubs for transportation and logistical sustainment. Air bases are the
most obvious example, given the fuel and maintenance needs of modern military aircraft. Naval bases provide sites for
refueling, replenishment, and repair, as well additional security for both vessels and crews. Land bases permit the staging of
ground forces and maintenance and repair of weapons and vehicles. Some larger overseas U.S. Army bases, particularly in
Europe, provide ample live-fire ranges and maneuver training areas. Smaller U.S. bases—known as “lily pads”—are more
austere and facilitate partnered operations with local forces, especially in counterterrorism operations in Africa, Asia, and the
Middle East.
The forthcoming review is an opportunity for a form of “zero-based budgeting” for the United States’ enormous list of
overseas military commitments and infrastructure. It is true the posture review of 2004, like most strategy documents, was a
vague exercise that led to minimal change.2 This review may well follow that pattern of being more a justification for the
present set-up than a point of departure. But there are three good reasons why this review should reflect an effort to restrain
U.S. global military activities by reducing bases.
First, the United States seems to be moving toward exiting the series of wars and military actions originally dubbed the
“Global War on Terrorism,” at least when it comes to large military deployments in warzones in the greater Middle East. The
most obvious manifestation of this is the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan. But there are many other smaller
commitments and bases of even more dubious importance.
On counterterrorism missions alone, U.S. troops operated in at least 85 countries from 2018 to 2020.3 The United States has
hundreds of overseas military installations, ranging from tiny expeditionary lily pads to sprawling mini-cities.4 But the post9/11 fixation on a large U.S. military presence in the Middle East is perhaps finally, fitfully, ending.
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Second, there is an evident need, reflected in statements from the Biden administration, to focus resources more on
domestic renewal than foreign affairs. As in so many other spheres of life, the COVID pandemic has been an accelerant here.
In a time of exploding national debt, with a new administration that has promised that its highest priority is to “build back
better” at home and that U.S. foreign policy must better serve the American middle class, the review offers a unique
opportunity to reduce America’s swollen overseas military footprint.5

U.S. military and DoD personnel deployed overseas

The U.S. military maintains hundreds of thousands of personnel, and hundreds of bases to house them, far
beyond U.S. borders.

Third, America’s global defense posture remains far larger and more expensive than what is required to protect vital U.S.
national interests: the security of the U.S. itself, free passage in the global commons, the security of U.S. treaty allies, and
preventing the emergence of a Eurasian hegemon. This last goal, which justified U.S. participation in World War II and much
of the extensive basing infrastructure put in place during the Cold War, now requires far less U.S. effort than it did then.
Yet U.S. force posture remains largely a hangover of the Cold War; more than 80,000 U.S. servicemembers and Department
of Defense (DoD) personnel remain in Europe, despite the fall of the USSR and the size and wealth of European NATO. U.S.
forces can shift far more of the burden of maintaining the balance of power against Russia and China to wealthy allies.
If Secretary Austin and President Biden want to recalibrate America’s global military posture, they should be guided by four
imperatives:
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1.

Burden-sharing in the Pacific

2.

Recognizing that Europe can and should defend itself from Russia

3.

Minimizing America’s military presence in the Middle East

4.

Reducing deleterious operational tempo
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Balance and burden sharing in the Pacific
§

U.S. forces in Asia are vulnerable to Chinese missiles and airpower; increasing the U.S. military
footprint in the western Pacific is unwise.

§

America’s wealthy allies and partners should devote more resources to their own defense, none
more so than Taiwan. They should focus especially on improving their anti-access and area-denial
(A2/AD) capability.

§

Instead of staging more forces in the western Pacific and planning more naval patrols close to
China’s shores, the United States should adopt a robust, hedged defensive posture in Asia,
focusing on long-range-strike options to aid allies should the need arise.

Doubling down on the language and thrust of the 2018 National Defense Strategy, the Biden Administration’s Interim
National Security Strategic Guidance, released in March, zeroes in on the threat China poses to the international system: “It
is the only competitor potentially capable of combining its economic, diplomatic, military, and technological power to mount
a sustained challenge to a stable and open international system.”6 President Biden and his national security team rightly
consider China the United States’ preeminent competitor.
The modernization and expansion of China’s military is roughly commensurate with China’s prodigious economic growth,
but it should not be understated. China now boasts the world’s largest army, a larger fleet than the U.S. (though lighter and
less capable), and a growing missile arsenal. While nothing compels war between China and the United States, China’s rise
may not remain peaceful. China’s increasingly assertive actions, from fighting India in the Himalayas to sanctioning
Australian goods, do not necessarily mean it is seeking territorial gains, but they do show a rising power unsatisfied with the
American-led status quo in Asia.
China has gotten far better at defending itself by tying ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) systems to a
growing missile arsenal. This creates a potential denied area for attacking ships and aircraft within the range of China’s
shore-based radar systems, which are key to guiding cruise missiles. Chinese airpower, both manned and unmanned,
provides a further threat to U.S. forces and tactical infrastructure, with the threat increasing with proximity to China’s coast.
China’s ballistic missile arsenal can target U.S. forces in the Pacific, bar submarines, potentially as far out as Guam. While
the accuracy of China’s ballistic missiles is unproven, especially against moving targets like ships, it is undeniable that
bases are growing more vulnerable to accurate missile strikes.7
The United States’ primary response to this problem has been to spend more money on military platforms in Asia, most
recently in the form of the Pacific Deterrence Initiative (PDI), and to promise to send more forces to the region.8 President
Biden is the third consecutive White House occupant to promote a reorientation of America’s strategic focus to the Pacific.
But stationing more U.S. forces in the Indo-Pacific region is not likely to hinder China’s rise or enhance regional stability—it
may indeed be counterproductive.
A 2017 analysis of a potential Chinese missile attack on U.S. forces in the Pacific, authored by two U.S. Navy officers, makes
for grim reading: U.S. missile defenses overwhelmed, almost every fixed headquarters struck within minutes, all major
airbases cratered, all pierside ships in Japan hit by ballistic missiles.9 In range of an arsenal of accurate missiles, a navy
cannot ensure its survival by staying in port.
Analysts at the Pentagon’s Office of Cost Assessment and Program Analysis (CAPE) and Office of Net Assessment are also
reportedly pessimistic about the survivability of U.S. forces facing Chinese missile and rocket attacks. CAPE argues for a
Pacific posture based on stealth bombers and emerging long-range strike technology like hypersonic missiles.10
The vulnerability of U.S. forces in Asia argues against reinforcing the current laydown of U.S. troops, ships, and planes in the
western Pacific. U.S. forces stationed on the territory of treaty allies are primarily tripwire forces—there to ensure that both
the United States and its allies are committed in the event of a shooting war with China.
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China’s A2/AD capabilities and the U.S. military presence in East Asia

The potential range and accuracy of Chinese missiles means the U.S. should avoid consolidating large
numbers of troops in static locations in the region.

Some combination of survivability enhancements, dispersion, and deception must be ready in the event of war to minimize
the immediate attrition of those U.S. forces and their allies. In Japan, for example, the United States should insist on being
able to disperse its planes across Japanese air bases and civilian airfields in the event of heightened tensions with China.11
The land services are attempting to justify an increased role in the maritime Asian theater. The U.S. Army and Marine Corps
are both formulating ambitious plans to fight close in the Pacific, inside Chinese weapons engagement zones (WEZs).12
These plans, island-hopping in reverse, aim to seed friendly islands with small U.S. detachments to threaten Chinese ships
and close off sea lanes. There is reason to be skeptical of this attempt to give land forces a prominent role in a potential
Pacific war. Before the U.S. begins to operationalize these concepts, the DoD must be satisfied the logistical and commandand-control challenges to this concept are not insurmountable. War games and simulations have a deservedly mixed
reputation, especially when they concern military services competing for shares of flat or declining defense budgets.13
A major increase in missile defense systems would lessen the damage from a Chinese missile barrage, though the exchange
ratio would still favor the People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force. But China’s missile threat argues for basing the
preponderance of U.S. Pacific forces where they can be protected—beyond the “third island chain,” in Guam and Hawaii—and
preparing for a long war of attrition with the People’s Republic of China.
Such a war would probably require the U.S. Navy to fight its way back into the western Pacific, whether to defeat the
People's Liberation Army Navy in battle or to strangle China through a blockade of its energy imports. In any event, given
anticipated attrition to air and naval forces in U.S. Indo-Pacific Command and the limited U.S. shipbuilding industrial base,
U.S. allies must be prepared to hold out without substantial U.S. support for what could be weeks or even months.14
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The simplest way for the United States to respond to the Chinese threat is to push Asian allies to arm themselves with
thousands of cruise and ballistic missiles. The U.S. should mimic China in making its missiles as mobile as possible,
enabling survivability and thus increasing deterrence.

U.S. and major Indo-Pacific allies’ defense spending as a share of GDP

As a share of GDP, U.S. military spending far outpaces spending by major allies in the Indo-Pacific,
suggesting that allies have the capacity to increase spending and provide more for their own defense.

The United States must also pursue policies that require its Pacific allies to increase their commitment to their own defense.
Japan and Australia are wealthy countries that field modern, well-trained forces used to working with the U.S. military. Their
problem is not capability but capacity. The United States must rely on these allies pulling their weight, particularly in the
maritime domain, to balance a large and growing Chinese threat.

Taiwanese defense spending as a share of GDP

Taiwan’s defense spending has fallen as a share of its GDP since the 1990s. It has the capacity to
increase spending if it perceives an increased threat of invasion from China.

Taiwan must reform
Various commentators have recently proposed discarding strategic ambiguity, the long-standing policy where the United
States does not say if it will defend Taiwan from Chinese attack, in favor of an unambiguous commitment.15 This would be a
mistake, not least because it could dissuade Taiwan from committing far more seriously to its own defense and broader
societal resilience.16 Taiwan’s military, once a well-trained and serious force, has failed to keep pace with China’s. In 2017,
Taiwan reduced its conscription term of service to a wholly inadequate and basically symbolic four months. Taiwan’s
reserves, supposedly two million men strong, have been described as “a pure fantasy”: poorly organized, armed only with
rifles, and commanded by inexperienced officers.17
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Taiwan’s geography gives it enormous advantages in a war or even a non-kinetic confrontation with China. Missile and mine
technology is making amphibious invasion even more difficult. Not only is Taiwan an island nation, but its limited beaches
and strong tides severely constrain Chinese invasion options, with reliably good conditions for an amphibious landing only
available two months out of the year.18 If Taiwan can be induced to become a true nation in arms on the Israeli or Finnish
model, the odds of a successful Chinese invasion or blockade will drop substantially. Taiwan should be pressured to return
to a minimum of a one-year conscription term, to toughen standards and training, and to make its reserves a viable military
force through regular call-ups and exercises. It should invest more heavily in surveillance systems and mobile cruise
missiles.19 Sustained pressure on allies, not enhanced forward military presence, is currently the United States’ most
powerful weapon in the Pacific.

European nations should defend Europe
§

NATO’s European members have the wealth and population to more than match Russia’s defense
spending and military capability. They should be responsible for their own defense.

§

NATO should not focus on out-of-area operations, let alone military competition with China.
European nations should focus on Russia and their own defense, freeing U.S. resources for the
Indo-Pacific.

§

The United States should substantially, if gradually, reduce its military footprint in Europe.

America’s global alliance structure is a unique U.S. advantage. No other power has the breadth and depth of allies and
partners that the United States enjoys around the world. American allies provide the United States with intelligence and
situational awareness, basing and overflight rights, and additional combat power in the event of war.
These alliances and partnerships, however, mostly date from the Cold War era, and especially the immediate post-World War
II period of unfettered U.S. hegemony. The U.S. economy’s share of global GDP peaked in the two decades after World War II
at around 40 percent and has since fallen closer to 25 percent. U.S. alliances and partnerships have not reflected this
change. As a result, many of these nations more closely resemble clients than partners—and many are free-riding on
American security guarantees and forward-deployed forces.
Nowhere is this more clear than in Europe. Ravaged by war when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was founded
in 1949, Europe is now the richest continent on earth. NATO had 16 member states at the conclusion of the Cold War. With
the accession of North Macedonia in 2020, the alliance now has 30 members. The politics of past and future NATO
enlargement are beyond the scope of this paper, but the current defense expenditures and capabilities of NATO members
are extremely relevant to the United States’ global force posture. Just one-third of the alliance’s members meet the arbitrary
benchmark of spending 2 percent of GDP on defense. As one retired U.S. naval officer recently wrote, most NATO states are
either “Show Ponies,” spending too little but at least buying effective equipment, or abject “Free Riders.”20
Most of NATO’s purported “War Horses” are barely clearing the 2 percent hurdle, with post-COVID cuts likely to come. The
balance between capability and capacity also varies greatly among NATO members. Greece, for example, fields a large but
ill-equipped garrison army that is more of a jobs program than an expeditionary force. In contrast, even as it devotes more
money to defense, the United Kingdom is cutting 10,000 servicemembers from its total force by 2025. This will leave the
British military the smallest it has been since the Napoleonic Wars.21
NATO’s only potential adversary takes its defense more seriously. The Russian military, a hollow force after the USSR’s
dissolution, has undergone dramatic reform and rejuvenation over the past decade. Vladimir Putin and his regime, aided by
high oil prices until recently, have stopped the bleeding and at least halted Russian decline. In some areas, like heavy artillery
and electronic warfare, Russian capabilities likely exceed those of the United States and NATO.22 Russia’s economic and
demographic difficulties are also often overstated.23
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Russia’s defense spending is frequently underestimated. As the University of Birmingham’s Richard Connolly showed in a
2019 paper, Russia is consistently the fourth-largest military power in the world by purchasing power parity (PPP) annual
expenditure.24

Russia and NATO-Europe’s defense spending (PPP) and active military personnel

Measuring Russia’s annual military spending in PPP avoids understating Russian power, yet NATO-Europe’s
combined spending still outpaces Russia’s, as does its number of active military personnel.

Excluding the United States, Canada, and an increasingly obstreperous Turkey, NATO still fields about 1.5 million active
military personnel—two-thirds more than Russia’s 900,000.25 The European Union, even without the United Kingdom, has a
population triple Russia’s. As MIT’s Barry Posen has noted, “any inability on the part of European members of NATO to
muster the military wherewithal to oppose Russian aggression involves more than a mere incapacity to allocate sufficient
national resources to the challenge. It would be a defense-management failure of truly heroic proportions.”26
Technological shifts that give a larger advantage to the defensive side in land warfare underscore Posen’s conclusion.27
With the end of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, wealthy and heavily industrialized European nations are
well-positioned to turn to missiles, drones, and other standoff technology to augment their defenses against Russian
offensive military power. The United States should also encourage greater cooperation among European nations to reduce
dependence on U.S. logistics and intelligence support—rather than suppressing European defense autonomy in order to
maintain U.S. dominance over its oldest allies.
Irregular warfare trends point in the same direction. Even in NATO’s extremely vulnerable Baltic salient, drones, improvised
explosive devices, cell phones, and other commercial, off-the-shelf technology promise to make life difficult for an invader or
occupier.28 As a defensive alliance, NATO’s hand is even stronger than the topline numbers suggest.
Given Europe’s ability to outgun Russia and thus maintain the traditional U.S. goal of preventing one power from controlling
Eurasia, the United States can safely do less in Europe and save considerable sums. The United States currently accounts
for more than 70 percent of total NATO defense spending.29 Americans should not be subsidizing Europe’s defense against a
Russia whose population and economy are both far smaller, even when using purchasing power parity accounting. The
implications are clear: Europe can and should defend itself against Russia with minimal U.S. support, at most a tripwire force
and the promise of being under the U.S. nuclear umbrella.
Despite some provocative language earlier this year—like calling Vladimir Putin “a killer”—President Biden and his
administration seem to be taking a pragmatic approach to Russia, which means not letting tension over human rights and
Ukraine distract from making progress on other issues.30 An effort to shift the burden of European defense to European
militaries could contribute to that effort, reduce incentives for Russia and China to more closely align, and allow the U.S. to
focus more on China.
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Tensions with China are rising just as fast, regardless of the wisdom of a “Cold War 2.0” construct. The solution to this
heightened competition is not to summon European frigates to the South China Sea, dragging already free-riding allies into a
new competition they prefer to avoid.31 Instead, Europe should carry the burden of its own continental security needs.

Minimize the Middle East
§

The United States has limited vital interests in the Persian Gulf and the Middle East more broadly;
the U.S. military posture in the region should reflect this.

§

U.S. military missions in Iraq and Syria should be ended in an orderly fashion. U.S. forces in the
Middle East should be withdrawn, with only a few exceptions.

§

The Strait of Hormuz remains a key chokepoint for global oil and gas flows, but the U.S. Navy can
control it from the outside in. The U.S. Fifth Fleet should be moved from Bahrain to a smaller base
in Oman.

The first-order question in the Middle East is what vital interests require a U.S. military presence. The traditional trinity has
been oil, Israel, and counterterrorism. But as scholars and policy experts have argued with increasing vigor, none of these
issues have the salience they once did.32 None of these interests demands much in the way of a permanent U.S. regional
military presence.
In a resource-constrained era of great power competition, avoiding distractions and resource drains is imperative. Forty
years after the Carter Doctrine was promulgated, the Middle East is now rightly seen as a tertiary security concern of the
United States. After two decades of intractable, Sisyphean wars in the greater Middle East, Americans also have little
stomach for the continued expenditure of blood and treasure in the region. When Iranian drones and missiles struck Saudi
Arabia’s Abqaiq and Khurais oil refineries in September 2019, causing an enormous initial disruption to global oil supplies,
one poll showed that just 13 percent of Americans were in favor of the U.S. retaliating on behalf of Saudi Arabia.33
A 20-year counterterrorism campaign is used to justify the continued deployment of combat troops to Iraq and Syria. In
reality, these troops are also employed as a hedge against Iranian influence.34 Yet these small military footprints (about 900
troops in Syria and 2,500 in Iraq) make U.S. troops more like hostages than assets.35 As we have seen repeatedly over the
past four years, Iranian proxies can dial up the pressure at will by using rockets to threaten American troops and contractors
at the handful of remaining big bases that house them. Tit-for-tat retaliatory strikes may be small scale and wholly symbolic,
but they nonetheless risk drawing the United States and Iran into an unnecessary conflict that could be hugely destabilizing
for the region.
This is to say nothing of the very real possibility of accidents or brinksmanship putting U.S. troops into a clash with a more
substantial power than Iran, namely Russia in Syria. U.S. and Russian forces in Syria have successfully deconflicted to date,
but past incidents have included a full-blown battle in which hundreds of Russian mercenaries were killed by U.S. fires.36
There is no guarantee of similar good judgement in the future.
Though the United States is not truly energy independent, the shale revolution has provided America with far more proven oil
reserves and energy security (albeit with a high breakeven price). Most Middle East oil now goes to Asia; more than threequarters of the oil transiting the Strait of Hormuz in 2018 went east. China draws nearly 40 percent of its imported oil from
the Middle East, nearly triple as many barrels per day as the United States.37 (The percentages for U.S. allies Japan and
South Korea are even higher).
Though China was the world’s fifth-largest oil producer in 2020, it consumes about three times as much oil as it produces.38
China’s oil vulnerability should be a factor in the U.S. military posture in the Middle East—but it does not require U.S. forces
in the Persian Gulf or regular patrols to safeguard oil sea lanes. On the contrary: America’s most important Middle East oil
security mission is being able to interdict oil flows to China in the event of war.
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U.S. military presence in the Middle East

The U.S. military maintains an outsized basing presence for ground troops in the Middle East, despite
the region’s marginal and shrinking strategic importance.

The U.S. economy is also far better insulated from oil price shocks than it was during the 1970s OPEC embargo.39 In five of
the six major oil shocks since 1978, the price of oil recovered in three months or less.40 And unlike in the 1970s, there is no
power with the ability to control the Persian Gulf’s reserves: sanctions-wracked Iran is a poor substitute for the USSR.
Israel, the region’s pre-eminent military power, is able to take care of itself. With the only nuclear arsenal in the Middle East
(and a secure second-strike capability), conventional forces that have repeatedly trounced all of its neighbors, and cuttingedge missile defense, cyber, and drone technology, Israel is more militarily secure than it has ever been. Its shadow war with
Iran has only underscored this reality, as Israel has repeatedly struck Iran-linked targets in Syria and penetrated Iran for
sabotage missions and high-level assassinations, including the killing of Iran’s top nuclear scientist, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh.
After the failed war in Iraq, the United States grew less enthusiastic about regional transformation and counterinsurgency.
Though U.S. partners in the region provide valuable intelligence sharing and counterterrorism coordination, these ends do
not require a significant troop presence. Relationships are best sustained by the regular intelligence and security
cooperation coordinated from U.S. embassies, supplemented by drone strikes or over-the-horizon special operations raids
on those rare terrorist targets that have both the intent and the capability to attack the United States.
There is also a larger problem with the logic underpinning America’s Middle East security posture. The belief that a robust
U.S. military presence in the region, with forward deployed American troops, promotes order and stability is an article of faith
to many in Washington. The history of U.S. military operations in the Middle East suggests foreign forces are more often a
source of instability—a motivator of violent resistance—than a source of order.41 There are now roughly four times as many
Sunni Islamic militants as there were 20 years ago on 9/11.42
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Moreover, the region’s future demographic, economic, and climate challenges argue against any security-focused solution.
Both demographic and climate change are being aptly described as “force multipliers” for the Middle East’s existing social
and political instability.43 Birth rates and slow growth suggest the region’s high youth unemployment is likely to worsen,
creating a large cadre of young men available for extremist and insurgent groups.44 Climate change, by diminishing
farmland, water resources, and potentially displacing large numbers of people, will probably exacerbate instability.45 The
challenges of stabilizing the region with U.S. military forces—already insurmountable—will become even more difficult.
President Biden’s decision to unequivocally withdraw all U.S. troops from Afghanistan was a strong first step in recognizing
the limits of U.S. military power in the greater Middle East. The recent withdrawal of eight Patriot missile defense batteries
and one Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) battery, primarily from Saudi Arabia, rightly prioritized the reallocation
of key military assets.46
Further drawdowns are warranted, particularly in the Persian Gulf. The vulnerability of U.S. aircraft carriers and naval vessels
in the narrow Gulf has been clear since at least the 2002 Millennium Challenge exercise.47 The utility of basing the Fifth Fleet
at Bahrain thus deserves special scrutiny. With more than two-thirds of Persian Gulf oil now going to Asia, where it feeds
both China and U.S. allies, the ability to control the Strait of Hormuz remains a powerful strategic lever. However, U.S. naval
and air forces can best control the Strait from the outside in, via a naval base on Omani territory—perhaps as a neighbor to
the United Kingdom’s new Joint Logistics Support Base in Duqm.48 U.S. forces in Bahrain are vulnerable to Iranian missiles
and proxy forces. The Fifth Fleet can better and more safely conduct its mission from a naval base several hundred miles
farther south.

Cut missions to improve readiness
§

Despite the absence of a major conflict, the U.S. continues to burn up readiness through
unsustainable operational tempo, largely in the Middle East. The U.S. Navy’s aircraft carriers, in
particular, should immediately return to a sustainable deployment cycle.

§

The force is large enough—DoD should learn to say “no” to the endless requests for forces from the
geographic combatant commanders.

§

The current deployment rate erodes the health of the force and works to the detriment of U.S.
power in the long term.

The U.S. military is conducting operations all over the world every day (a very small percentage of which are combat
operations) but the nation is not at war in any meaningful sense. Military competition with China is likely to be an enduring
challenge. The sustainability and preservation of U.S. military forces for this competition should be a key consideration in
any evaluation of America’s global military posture and operational tempo.
For active-duty units, the DoD seeks a 1:3 deployment-to-dwell ratio, meaning a servicemember who spends six months
overseas should have eighteen months at home before his or her next deployment. This allows time for family stability, the
maintenance of physical and mental health, and the accomplishment of individual training and education (both military and
civilian schooling). Deployment-to-dwell ratios do not account for the fact that many soldiers and units spend much of their
stateside time away from their home station, whether on major exercises, at training courses, or fulfilling other obligations.
The U.S. Army considers a 1:2 deployment-to-dwell ratio to be a redline that risks the long-term health and sustainability of
the force. Currently much of the Army is failing to meet this mark. Armor brigade combat teams (BCTs), combat aviation
brigades (CABs), and Patriot missile defense batteries—collectively much of the Army’s “teeth”—are all short of a 1:2
deployment-to-dwell ratio.49 Corps headquarters are currently at less than a 1:1 deployment-to-dwell ratio.50
As bad as the Army’s operational tempo is, the U.S. Navy’s is worse. In 2014 the Navy rolled out its Optimized Fleet
Response Plan, mandating 36-month cycles for ships and their crews, of which 8 months would be spent deployed. Yet the
Navy has failed to meet its own milestones. This became tragically clear in 2017, when overworked sailors were judged to be
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a key factor in a pair of Pacific collisions between Navy ships and civilian vessels that left 17 sailors dead.51 Despite these
disasters, the problem has not been solved.
Operational tempo is highest in the Navy’s crown jewels, its nuclear supercarriers. Last year was the busiest for the carrier
fleet since the Arab Spring nearly a decade ago.52 Several carriers were tasked to “double pump,” to conduct back-to-back
deployments without a major maintenance period in between. As the U.S. Naval Institute’s Megan Eckstein reported in
November, “Today, the Pentagon is using up aircraft carrier readiness faster than the Navy can generate it.”53
The Middle East has been the primary culprit. The U.S. Naval Institute found that the Middle East drew almost as much
carrier presence as the entire Pacific in 2020.54 This is despite evidence that U.S. adversaries, such as Iran, seem
increasingly unfazed by the presence of aircraft carriers in their neighborhoods.55 The United States now faces the
temporary absence of a carrier from the entire Pacific, as the USS Ronald Reagan, homeported in Japan, covers the
Afghanistan withdrawal this summer.56
History suggests that overworking Navy ships and crews eventually yields a steep bill in both personnel and materiel.
Retention will suffer as good sailors leave the Navy after too much time away from their families. The maintenance toll will
also be substantial. When the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) did two sets of double pumps a few years ago, its
subsequent 14-month maintenance period ballooned to 23 months because of the wear and tear that had been inflicted on
the ship.57

Total carrier days deployed per year

Due mostly to overstretch from continuing missions in the Middle East and new missions in the IndoPacific, U.S. Navy carrier operations reached a recent high in 2020.

The situation is better in the special operations community, at least compared to its recent past. Former Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict (ASD/SOLIC) Owen West testified before the Senate in February
2019 that 90 percent of special operations forces (SOF) were meeting their desired dwell time—a 1:2 deployment-to-dwell
ratio.58 Gen. Richard Clarke, commander of U.S. Special Operations Command, testified in March that there are currently
fewer special operators deployed overseas than at any time since the 2001 terrorist attacks.59
However, it was just three years ago that inadequate dwell time was blamed for training shortfalls that contributed to the
deaths of four U.S. Army Special Forces personnel after a firefight in Niger on October 4, 2017.60 Increasing ethical and
behavior problems in the SOF community, especially among Naval Special Warfare operators, may also be due to years of
unsustainable operational tempo.61
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In response to the purported demands of the present and the future, some argue that the United States should grow the
force, as was done at the height of the post-9/11 wars.62 But manpower is expensive; pay and benefits for military and
civilian employees is the single largest item in the Pentagon’s budget.63 In making the U.S. military’s modern marathon
sustainable, the correct course is not to grow the force but to put the geographic combatant commands on a diet and
dramatically reduce unnecessary overseas deployments and presence missions. The overworked carrier fleet is the best
place to start.

What a successful Global Posture Review would look like
The 2021 Global Posture Review has the chance to be a meaningful strategic document, reordering the U.S. military footprint
for great power competition abroad and reinvestment and renewal at home, as the Biden administration’s national security
principals have repeatedly promised.64 For decades now, the U.S. global security posture has been predicated on the leftover
assumptions of the Cold War and the War on Terror. These legacy deployments are even less sustainable than the legacy
weapons systems that conduct them.65
America’s diminishing military and economic primacy demands a revision of outmoded commitments, deleterious
deployments, and obsolete strategic thinking. Through balancing and burden sharing in Asia, major troop reductions in
Europe and the Middle East, and limiting presence deployments to preserve military readiness, the United States can reset
itself for both renewal at home and enduring competition with China.
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